ENGLISH

TUNING PROGRAM
KAWASAKI WATERCRAFTS
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MAPTUNER X
®

TAKE YOUR KAWASAKI TO THE NEXT LEVEL
With over 100 retailers worldwide and extensive use of MaptunerX, we can collect the necessary
data needed to customise your tuning software for optimal performance and durability – no
matter where or how you drive.
MaptunerX performs a so-called reflash. In short, MaptunerX first reads the original vehicle
software to analyze and look up the various parameters such as load pressure, ignition timing,
fuel, various types of restrictions, etc.
These parameters are then adapted to various conditions, such as the exhaust system, air kits,
diffusers, climatic conditions, etc. This is one of the most complex ways to optimize the engine
software - but undoubtedly the safest!
MaptunerX always uses the original vehicle software as the originating point, which means that
the engine control unit is always aware of the increased power and thus at any point can adjust
the inherent safety features originally programmed instead of defeating them or, as is often the
case, ignoring them.
Maptun is continually developing new features and support for new vehicles. Your MaptunerX will
never become outdated because it automatically updates its firmware every time it is connected
to a computer and synchronized with our server.
SPECS
20 V LED touch screen
480×272 pixel resolution
4 GB RAM
USB cable included
PC compatible
Can be used for an unlimited
number of vehicles
Compact size, just 117 mm x
85mm

MAPTUNERX supports numerous makes
MaptunerX supports Yamaha snowmobiles, watercrafts,
outboards and UTVs. Other brands, including Sea-Doo,
Ski-Doo, Lynx, Polaris, Kawasaki, Can-Am and Arctic Cat,
are also supported. Additionally, we carry plenty of features
and optimization kits for cars.
With MaptunerX, you can simply use the same device for all your vehicles!
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TUNING KITS fOR KAWaSAKI
This kit contains MaptunerX, USB- and Kawasaki-cabling, and a tuning license.
MaptunerX can be used for an unlimited number of vehicles; all you need is one (1) license
per vehicle. Once the license has been activated for the vehicle, you gain free access to all
the software plus the ability to switch between these as you like, including the original vehicle.

SX-R 1500

ULTRA 310

ULTRA 300X

Stage 1:
64mph/103kmh @ 8000rpm
Only tuning software

Stage 1:
72mph/116kmh @ 7400rpm
Only tuning software

Stage 1:
71mph/114kmh @ 7800 rpm
Only tuning software

Stage 2:
66mph/106kmh @ 8000rpm
Tuning software, cold air intake

Stage 2:
74 mph/119kmh @ 7800 rpm
Tuning software, cold air intake.

Stage 2:
73mph/117kmh @ 7900 rpm
Tuning software, cold air intake.

Didn’t find your KAWASAKI here?
These are the most popular models. We also offer tuning
upgrades for most Kawasaki from 2007 and onwards. For
all models, please visitmaptunpowersports.com

ACCESSORIES
In addition to our tuning kits we also carry
accessories to improve both handling and
performance as a retailer for Riva Racing - for
a complete range of quality products for your
watercraft!
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+46 19 207 252		
info@maptun.com
www.maptunpowersports.com
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RETAILER:

PS-005-1EN

Maptun Performance AB

